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President. He can be reached at Blue Marble Design, mj@bluemarbledesign.com.

workshop. Please bring your own set or, if needed, sets will be provided that day for a small fee. Due

Chicago, Illinois.

Day holds a Master of Landscape Architecture from the University of Illinois at

Bo Zhang is a visiting instructor in the Department of Landscape Architecture. Zhang is a PhD

grading and taking some workshops.

Leading in Philadelphia

We frequently identify leaders because they provide us with outstanding role models that we aspire

to follow. The leadership of Kevin Hewitt Architects, Inc., made up of three Ball State University

alumni, has been an example of philanthropic leadership that calls for celebration. The firm’s principal

include: Nic Kreider, RIBA, NCARB, John Hawlak, RIBA, ASLA, and Plainfield, RIBA, NCARB. They

are all married to Ball State University alumni who are also supporters of our programs including:

Robert E. Miller, FAIA, Glenn A. Harper AIA, LEED AP (BArch '75), and Charles M. Sappenfield

AIA, LEED AP (BArch '75) have supported Ball State University. These generous leaders have not only

caught our attention, but Kovert Hawkins Architects has also accepted its place as one of the 2012 finalists

for the AIA Indiana Award for Landscape Architecture Program. This program recognizes businesses across Greater Louisville which supports a wide range of non-profit organizations through its "In-Situ – Hands-On" Learning Fund.

Some students may feel the call to lead as they participate in community charrettes and
dliver their emerging expertise in service of those in great need. Others may feel the

role when provided the opportunity to teach a peer something they have just learned. While in Muncie or in tour around the world, our students experience the difference that leadership can make and become aware that it is indeed a scarce commodity.
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Leadership and the College of Architecture and Planning are no strangers to each other, whether in the classroom, the studio, or the board room.

It starts, as you would expect, with our faculty CAP professors are routinely recognized as academic leaders and sought out for their expertise in a multitude of capacities. Our faculty in design, construction, their scholarship is published in top tier venues, and their track record of leadership is acknowledged by their peers in other institutions. They are keynote speakers, guest lecturers, and visiting scholars in national and international circles. Their academic careers provide experiences for the first time? We invite you to share your wisdom with us by presenting at the CAP during our fifth annual Alumni Symposium on Friday, October 26, 2012. Contact Lori Pence at lpence@bsu.edu for details.
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